Introducing OneScreen GoSafe Prescreen to Simplify Visitor
Entry Clearance - by Email, Web or QR Code
San Diego, February 2021
GoSafe Prescreen expands the entryway manager’s capabilities, presenting visitors with essential questions
to answer before they arrive or on the spot.

OneScreen GoSafe is already keeping entryways
safer at thousands of organizations worldwide
with temperature scanning, mask verification and
more. However, one of the central tenets of visitor
clearance is prequalifying individuals based on
their answers to specific questions.
Now, OneScreen GoSafe owners can use the
Prescreen app, allowing organizations to present
pre-qualifying questions to visitors by one of three
channels - email, a special page on their own
website or a QR code displayed on GoSafe so they
can answer questions on the spot.
Once potential visitors answer the questions, in
whichever channel they prefer, GoSafe customers
can either review the data or set up doors and
turnstiles to automatically admit visitors based
on their answers. This data will be invaluable for
contact tracing and the analysis of trends in visitor
behavior. Prescreen is one of several upgrades

“GOSAFE WILL CONTINUE TO ADAPT
TO THE NEEDS OF THE ORGANIZATION,
BECAUSE WE NEVER KNOW WHAT THE
FUTURE HOLDS. ONE THING WE DO
KNOW IS THAT PRESCREEN WILL SAVE
EVERYONE A GREAT DEAL OF TIME AND
REDUCE THE FRUSTRATION OF DELAYS
AT ENTRY POINTS. AS ORGANIZATIONS
RETURN TO FULL OPERATION AND THE
GLOBAL ECONOMY COMES” ALIVE AGAIN,
WE WILL ALL NEED TO RETHINK BUSINESS
AS USUAL. WE WILL NEED TO DEVELOP
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS TO KEEPING
EVERYONE AS SAFE AS POSSIBLE.”
~ Sufian Munir
CEO, OneScreen.

to GoSafe that simplify the process of reopening
schools, shops, corporate offices and public
spaces of all kinds.
As OneScreen CEO Sufian Munir observed,
“GoSafe will continue to adapt to the needs of
the organization, because we never know what
the future holds. One thing we do know is that
Prescreen will save everyone a great deal of time
and reduce the frustration of delays at entry
points. As organizations return to full operation
and the global economy comes alive again, we
will all need to rethink business as usual. We will
need to develop creative solutions to keeping
everyone as safe as possible.”
Another aspect of Prescreen highlighted by
OneScreen EVP of Marketing Kelly Bolton was
its versatility. “You can have up to five unique
prescreen surveys running at any one time and
all are fully customizable to meet the needs of
the moment. No other entryway manager on
the market can offer the same degree of control
or match OneScreen’s reputation for unlimited
support and training for any device or service we
sell.”
GoSafe is available through resellers all over the
planet. More details, spec sheets and videos are
online at the OneScreen website and YouTube
channel.

About OneScreen
OneScreen is a complete smart school
technology provider with expertise in video
collaboration and AI. We’ve discovered through
experience that only the finest quality unified
communications can bring people together with
both the simplicity and the detail they need. For
nearly a decade, OneScreen has been a leading
force in presenting the world with advances in
audio-video, presentation and communications
technologies.
From the classroom to the conference room,
OneScreen is there with customized tools that
teams need for smarter, more secure, more
productive collaboration - smart screens,
software, AI cameras, entryway managers and
more. Headquartered in San Diego, California,
OneScreen has offices in the United States,
Pakistan, Colombia, Mexico, U.A.E. and Canada.
All of your collaboration tools are right here.
Learn more at OneScreenSolutions.com or our
Facebook and Twitter pages.
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